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Overview

• Experiences with Interdisciplinary Teams
• Crafting Interdisciplinary Teams
• Leveraging the Expertise of Team Members
• Lessons Learned
• Takeaways
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Several of Our Projects

Strengthening the 
Professoriate (SP@ISU)

--Campus Level --

NSF IUSE/Professional 
Formation of Engineers: 

REvolutionizing engineering and 
computer science Departments 

(IUSE/PFE: RED)
--Department/Network Level--

NSF Louis Stokes Alliances for 
Minority Participation (LSAMP)

--Student/Campus/Network 
Level--

NSF Scholarships in Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and 

Mathematics Program 
(S-STEM)

--Student/Program Level--
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Experiences with Interdisciplinary Teams

• Presenter stories
• Your stories

Think about your experiences with or observations of 
an interdisciplinary team. 
Think about the stages of teaming (e.g., Tuckman’s 
forming, storming, norming, and performing).
In what ways or where did you encounter hurdles or 
risks?
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Where We Started…



Iowa State University RED/RIDE Project

• IUSE/Professional Formation of Engineers: REvolutionizing
engineering and computer science Departments (RED)
Ø Reinventing the Instructional and Departmental 

Enterprise (RIDE) to Advance the Professional 
Formation of Electrical and Computer Engineers

• Five year project (2016-2021)
• Diverse team with members from across campus

Ø Electrical and Computer Engineering
Ø College of Design
Ø School of Education
Ø Statistics and Psychology
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RIDE 
Project
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Crafting Interdisciplinary Teams

• Connecting with colleagues
Ø Seeking out the right colleagues, with the right 

expertise/connections 
Ø New faculty, new ideas/perspective, “new normal”
Ø Using pre-existing networks (Example: CIRTL)

• Reaching out early, not just as an add-on
Ø Building cohesive proposal
Ø Addressing issues from multiple perspectives
Ø Honoring time, input
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Crafting Interdisciplinary Teams

• Valuing colleague expertise in their area; listen 
Ø Expertise: change, identity, STEM, URMs, etc.
Ø Experience: institution(s), network, program officer, 

Dear Colleague Letters, industry, etc.
Ø Discipline: STEM, education, social sciences, etc.

• Think carefully about objectives, how to keep project 
fully integrated 
• Use of logic models
• Shared vision of project proposal from collaborators
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Crafting Interdisciplinary Teams

• Importance of logic models
• Shared vision
• Explicit steps, actions



Logic Model Example
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Logic Model Example
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Leveraging Expertise of Team Members
• Involve collaborators across areas of the project

Ø Recognizing and utilizing diverse skills/knowledge 
throughout the process

Ø Establishing a tone: collaboration, expertise, value

• Acknowledge and utilize perhaps fundamentally 
differing views on project areas and goals
Ø Working with stakeholders
Ø Anticipating challenges
Ø Providing input on interventions, language
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Leveraging Expertise of Team Members
• Acknowledge and amplify each other’s work, project 

goals/successes, and individual goals
Ø Creating clear, valued feedback loops for multiple 

stakeholders in the project
Ø Meetings, email, social media, other media

• Use project retreats to allow team members to show/share 
progress in multiple areas

• Provide space in meetings to share upcoming 
opportunities, dissemination, publications, briefs
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Influencing Cultural/Structural Change
• Celebrate milestones and victories of all kinds

• Be patient (but also push the envelope)

• Document early and often, especially around project 
choices and revisions
Ø Much shifting in multi-year, multi-discipline projects
Ø Capture perspectives from multiple angles

ØExample: engineering education, social science, 
psychology, etc.
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Overcoming Challenges
• Be prepared for differing viewpoints on process, 

approach 
Ø Considering points, valuing expertise
Ø Disciplinary socialization is very real

• Be flexible, projects change and evolve
Ø Collaborators
Ø Shifting goals
Ø Levers for change
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Overcoming Challenges
• Keep the focus on the project’s best interest, 

come back to this often
Ø Students
Ø Faculty
Ø Instructional/structural/equitable change

• Be kind, generous, and willing to connect
Ø Share experiences, a meal, etc.
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Strategies for Interdisciplinary Teams

Think about your project goals. 

If you work with an interdisciplinary team, what is 
something you’ve learned about at this summit that may 
support effective partnering?

If you need to build an interdisciplinary team or bring 
together diverse/interdisciplinary stakeholders, what 
connections can you tap into? 
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Takeaways

• Connecting early with colleagues
• Valuing their expertise
• Keeping the project integrated

Crafting interdisciplinary teams 

• Honoring the expertise of collaborators
• Creating and sustaining feedback loops

Leveraging collaborator expertise

• Be flexible, prepared for challenges
• Keep a shared focus and sense of connection

Overcoming challenges to influencing 
cultural/structural change
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REDPAR Tip Sheet

http://depts.washington.edu/cerse/wordpress/wp-
content/uploads/2018/02/REDPAR_Partnerships_Tip_Sheet.pdf
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REDPAR Tip Sheet

• Identify the Motivation for Partnerships 
Ø TIP: Engage in project soul-seeking to identify the 

meritorious reasons for partnering on an effort and inquire 
about the motivations of the potential partner; being 
explicit and open is an advantage and helps avoid operating 
with an unstated agenda.

• Align and Leverage Social Capital and Institutional 
Capital
Ø TIP: Create a catalogue of the personal and institutional 

capital and networks “owned” by members of the potential 
partnership, including that of various team members; this 
catalogue can reveal possibilities for aligning interests 
among partners.
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REDPAR Tip Sheet

• Establish Partnership Goals and Governance
Ø TIP: Leave no feature of the partnership unstated or 

assumed; although conflict is inevitable, the more specific 
partners are about who does what, when, to what ends, and 
how, the more likely conflict can be productive rather than 
relationship ending.

• Address Struggles with Maintaining Successful 
Partnerships
Ø TIP: Practice the approach of “assume positive intent” on 

the part of partners, and use an attitude of inquiry to query 
the situation to discover how partners are experiencing the 
struggle.
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Contact Information

• Diane Rover
• drover@iastate.edu
• @DianeRover

• Erin Doran
• edoran@iastate.edu
• @ErinDoran_EdD

• Megan Heitmann
• heitmann@iastate.edu
• @MHeitmannISU

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science
Foundation under grant numbers 1623125, 1565130, 1619654. Any
opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in
this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the National Science Foundation.


